
Award Winning
Craftsmanship

Gold Circle Award Winner
The National Roofing Contractors 
Association (NRCA) has awarded 
Midland Engineering Company the 
prestigious Gold Circle Award in the 
Outstanding Workmanship—Steep-
slope category.

We won this award for the historic 
reproduction of the roof on the 
Cathedral of St. Paul in Birmingham, 
Alabama. 

The project required us to reproduce 
intricate, multi-colored slate patterns 
in the 122 year old main roof and 
steeples, and fabricate and replace 
ornate copper cornices and dozens of 
unique copper architectural elements. 
We were also charged with upgrading 
the roof system to improve attic 
ventilation, and updating the lightning 
protection system. All of this was 
done while not disrupting the daily 
activities of the busy cathedral.



Slate Tile Installation
St. Paul’s intricate slate tile patterns incorporated three slate colors and both square and deep 
bevel cut tiles. The six large slate crosses and multiple accent patterns, barely visible on the 
faded original roof, required exacting measurements prior to tear-off, and a high level of 
precision to re-create and maintain over such a large field and on octagonal steeples. Very 
challenging when compared to the typical single-color, square-edged slate roof project.

Copper Fabrication
Due to metal thinning brought on by their advanced age, every copper architectural and 
functional feature in the existing roof system had to be carefully removed and shipped to our 
South Bend facility to be historically replicated in our metal shop.  This included seven ornate 
crosses (up to 17’ tall), finials, turret caps and more- over four dozen components in all, for 
which no original prints existed, plus over 500 feet each of custom copper cornices and radius 
gutters with matching straps.

Attic Ventilation
We were asked to make upgrades to the original roof system to improve attic ventilation, 
while maintaining the Gothic Revival period look.  To accomplish this, we integrated bronze 
screen (invisible from the ground) into the original copper cornice and eave design to 
provide improved cold air intake, while new louvered copper dormers replaced the original 
painted roof ventilator.

Lightning Protection System
An updated lightning protection system was incorporated into the new roof design, “hid-
den” within many of the new copper crosses and other architectural elements fabricated in 
our shop in order to maintain the Gothic Revival look.

Copper Clad Windows
Our precision metal shop clad 10 previously- painted windows and mullions in 
copper, effectively eliminating frequent and costly maintenance.  These windows, 
reachable only by crane at considerable expense, formerly required painting and 
other maintenance every 5-7 years.

Lead Coated Copper
Lead-coated copper (which patinas to a limestone color) was used to cap all limestone 
exposed to weather, reducing ongoing maintenance of limestone joints.
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What Made the Cathedral of St. Paul Project Unique
We knew from our inspection of the original roof during the quotation process that St. Paul’s would be a 
unique and challenging project.  Re-creating the ornate Gothic Revival style to the original exacting detail 
expected by the archdiocese would require a level of craftsmanship encountered on few projects.


